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AB.>TRACT
Even under the condition of totally unlimited earth resources.
an unli~ited additional work poculation capable of work without
consumption, and Lomplete faith in institutions. exponential
growth fails very shortly after the initiation-of the crisis
sequence. Based uuon the inherent character of technological
progress. it is demonstrated rigorously that the rate at waich
failure crises appear
becomes greater than the rate of growth.
It is also demonstrated that the net effect of technological
advance is to delay the appearance of crises for a short time
and make them worse when they come. Reasons why both common
understanding and traditional ~conomic analysis fail to make
these same predictions are suggested. along with some ways to
interoret a bleak picture as a hopeful opportunity.
INTROGUC1ION

The

followin~ analy~is depends unon the thorough understandin~ of
thre~ basic concents: exponential growth. technological refinement,

and crises. The stimulus for the consideration of these three
conceryts together is that they allow conclusive predictions re~ard
tn~ our growth process. without needing to consider any of tne
nsrticular boundary conditions, i.e. the often named but easily
disputed limits of growth. I assume that the earth is unli~ited, that
ro~ulation. beyond our own. capable of work without consu~ntion,is
unliwited. and faith in insritutions is unbending.
1.

E.A£'O~E:llj1'LAL

GkOWTH

when qomething grows by doubling in a constant time period, it is
called ex~onential ~rowth. The inventor of the game of chess
asked to be naid one grain of wheat on the first square of the beard
and twice as much on each succeeding square as on the one before.
The King, of course. because he liked his new game and wasn't too
thoughtful, agreed to the unusual formula. Thus he began to pay
1+2+4 grains +8+32+64+128+256+512+1024+2048+4096+9192+18,384+
36.768+73.536 and he had only gotten through the first two rows
of the chess board. He began to worry. the inv~ntor laughed and
all was over. The overWhelming power of this doubling process is
that on each aquare more grains are requir~d than on all oreeeecing
squsres combined.
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Exponential growth occurs in nature but only in very special
olaees. since it is such stupendously powp.rful stuff. I In the womb
the first cell of a new life becomes a million cells ~n very
short order but then the cells stop the doubling growth and a
new kind of ~rowth begins. In a cut in the skin, neUghboring cells
lturn on' and start doubling, when the gap is filled/they Iturn
off'. In a cancer, the cells keep doubling. One
definition
of cancer is that it is an organism Who's criterion or health is
the continued presence of exponential growt~.

iOd

Our economic system has such 8 criterion for healtr!.
It is that
unless we grow at 4% (or so) each year, that we ar4 unhealthy.
The doubling time which corresponds to 4~ per yest is 17.3 years.
The common excuse for accenting a detin~tion of q~alth for our
economic system like the detinition of health for a cancer is that
scientific discovery is unpredictable yet certain t and will forever
push the limits of growth higher and faster thart the growth itself.
The fault in this statement lies in our way ~' perceiving our
distance from the limits, but that1s getting head. An exponential
growth curve looks like t h i s . /
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The overwhelming poyer of exponential growth of conSumption i8
that in each ~oubiing period. more is conSumed than the total of
all p,st consumpfion.
2.

lECtWOLOGlCAL REl"lNEMENT

Nothing is ever exact. Making things closer and closer to being
exact is hard work. In general it requires an equal amount of
effort for every step halfway to perfection.

Yt. rUt.ic:tion
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This kind of curve is the revf!lrse of an exponential growth. s and is
called a exponential decay eurve. It shows Why very very accurate
thing. like tele.cope mirrors take so much work. The refinin~
of anything, from gear. to invention. to communication processes,
always follows a path

of this sort.

The tricky part is that the

very first steps toward refinement accomplish so much with 80
little apparent effort. For example the discovery of the wheel
made an immense difference, but each succeeding refinement, thou~h
it took no le•• work than making the first crude Wheel. contributes
successlvly less of and accomplishment.

When the cart'& wheel were first lnvented. the amount of benefit
which could be acquired for the same amount of work incr~aaed
radically. With successive im~rovement, in the comoo.ite tech~
nology, the marginal benefit was Ie•• and Ie•• due to the approach
of the maximum possible benefit attributable to cart & wheel
techno logy.

(fig. 3)

Thi, curve is given a new name t technology contribution Curve
because the the area above the curve denotea the ~on~ributlon of
technological breakthroughs to increasing available resources,
Each .uccessive breakthrough carri.s with it its own perfection
limit in addition to contributing to the approach to the perfection limit of ehB composite technolo~y.
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Thi• •ame sort of technological contribution curve is followed
by every aort of innovative resource development.
In the
complex case of, say, men and machines digging ore from the
~round and transporting and manipulating the ore into products~
the aporoach of all that a .unit of effort can contribute by such

(4)

tp-chniques is likely to look more like the following. Her@
breakthroughs are not rapidly utilizable but improvement continues
over a long period of time. A similar path would be expected
for any technological development such 8S solar energy where
the task is importantly the evolution of understanding of a system
of ~r~At com~l~xity.
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(fig. 5)

If you have accented the foregoing. then it 1s already clear that
exnonential economic ~rowth always fails at some point, even in
a world of infinite resources, simply because technology contribution curves are never unlimited

(unless you wish to make

the unlikely assumption that the rate of breakthrough appearence
is exponential).

3.

PERCE PI IONS OF PROGRESS

The above, however accurate. is not generally apnarent. Why?
I think the reason is that our only common knowled~e of these
comvlex functions is in terms of simplistic meneal- 'guesses '.
Our knowledge of the contribution of technological breakthroughs
is of the contribution at or soon after the time of the breakthrou~h (i.e. When peoole are bUZZing about it).
In this case,
our intuitive imoression of the benefits to be accrued_seem to
follow the initial tangents to the contribution curve end i!nore
thE" horozonti!ll limit which wl.l1 ineVitably fix the amount of
contribution. This impression is hopelessly infinite in its
inaccurscy.
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It appears that our percent10n of our rate of growth is also of
a tangent to the true curve.

In

8

strict mathematical sense the hideousness of the illusion

is well demonstrated by noting that the best mathematical straight

line approximation of any and all combined technology contribution
curves is 8 horizontal line and the best approximation by a
strai~ht line of an exponential growth curve is a vertical line,
drawn rising 8tr.i~ht up from whatever point represents the present
time. Thus the true best linear approximation to growth allowed
by innovation is infinite deficit imroediately(fig. 8).

This con-

elusion is not affected by the size of the earth. It 1s not
affected by such unlikely things 8S having an infinite additional
population capable of work without consumption.
The justification for this last statement is very important. The
Droof eo~~s from the fact that the application of technolo~y by
an untrained Dopulation follows a contribution curve itself and
is therefore finite.

/

well, so much for the reasons why offhanded impressions, however
significant, fail to credict the nature of t~e path. The important
question is why do the very 'sophisticated' economic wodels
apparently fail as well? In the section on crisis crediction an
answer is su~gested.
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3.

CRISES

A growth crisis occurs when the supports of the growth. fail to
grow as fast, a~d the necessity of growth is challeh~ed by

confrontation with limited contributions. Figure (9) shows the
balance curve which results from the exponential consUID?tion of
a series of resource contribution curves and the point of crisis
which always follows such a procedure.

In this form it is easy to see that each contribution from a breakthrough is slm~ly a delaying action and that as the contribution
curve reaches maturity, the slope pf the balance curye re'umes the
slope of the underlying growth curve. In this way the net effect
of breakthroughs is to delay a·crisis and make it much more abrupt
when it come.,

4.

lHE

fI~AL ANAL~51S

c
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In our real world. there are many companion growth curves of all
sorts.

There are a tremendous variety of approaches to

li~its,

resonnse to crises, and progressions of decline. There are all
sorts of breakthroughs which apply to growths, individually and
collec:tivly.
Sometimes the eXcess capacity of one growth Cen
be a~plied to one in deficit. Sometimes the decay of a growth

which failed is nutriment for some other. Sometimes breakthroughs
are not applied as rapidly as is possible, thus, nerhaps, limiting
an

unnecessary surplus.

In the real world, the aopearance of 8

crists is not as the crossing of a line, it is more like the
raFid building of 8 tension. In order to have the final analysis
appear as lifelike as possible, the next graph (fig. 11) is drawn
with three limit lines: sufferin~, permanent damage, and collapse.
I also make the follOWing assumptions:
1. eVery breakthrough is fully applied to one growth
2. any excess capacity in one growth path can be applied
to any other
3. the scales of all consumptions and contributions have
been equivocated
4. the paths of all the growth curves representing the
culture as a whole sre roughly similar in doubling time
In fi~ure (11) the crisis rste is of a much higher order than
was ob~erved in figure (10). This is due to the presence of
four
growth curves and the use of three, rather than one,
li~it line.
I feel that the latter is quite reasonable, as the
habit seems to be to notiCe each wor8enin~ steo A~ a new crisis.
Further com~licating the problem is the process of neccessarily
ineffectual crisis response due to more and more sloppy and hurried
a~nlication of less potent breakthroughs.
Under these conditions
it can be seen that the doubling period of crisis anpearances
ranges from longer than, to approximat1y t of. the doubling
period of the underlyin~ growth. This means that if you thought
~rowth could build up fast. crises
can outpace growth by
multiply exponential m8r~in8, i.e. leap out of nowhere.

S.

C~ISlS PRtuIClIU~

The object of crisis prediction might he to get warnings or
gUidance, to prevent growth fro~ going to permanent damage, or
to select which srowth aspect to send through collapse to
composting. There seem to be three good ways to ?redict crisie5.
The first ls to measure the crisis rate doubling time. Simple
circumsnection leads to the observation that in the last econo~ic
doublin~ period (18 years since 1960) we are now dealing with
siRnificantly more than twice the number of crises. We have
a crime crisis, a military ?roliferation crisis, and a family
crisis which have all re.doubled since 1960 and then a quick~ning
governmental bankruotcy crisis, the suprise educational crisi~,
the expanding environmental crisis, the crisis of confidence,
the terorism crisis and the investment crisis. To me these
conditions imply that some one or grouD of our growth aspects
are coming under severe stress.
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(fig. 11)
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A second erigi8 prediction method would be to measure the time
delay made by the use of breakthroughs of equal ma~nitude. In

'["I!ality, for a social sYlJtem~ this might be/exceedingly difficult.
or it mi~ht be rather easy. Our habit is to apply breakthroughs
~t

the rate which we need them. uius a bit'for further investment.

This is done by s~lectivly applying breakthroughs so as to maintain

a m~rgin of. say, 10% of consumption as phown in figure (12).
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(fig, 12)

r'or brE>vitv (and uncertainty) 1 will not attempt to fully make the
conn~ction. but it seems to ~e that the required rate of payoff

for indu,trial investments should be some roeasure of value for
t~chnologic~l contribution and crisis delay.
In this re~ard. the
~rpq~nt 'required' oayoff period for industrial solar in~tallations
is two y~ar8. ~ts seems to both be 8 statement of how rich
industry is and how rieh it has to be to stay afloat.
1he third way of predicting crises which I have considered is
nrobably the most useful. Its usefulness lies partly in its
general ava-iolabillty and partly to its adaptability to both
roathematical and intuitive approaches. This method is simply
to value the abruptness of thin~s. Mathematically speaking,
abruptness directly relates to the degree of accelerations
experienced in a change of direction. The abruptness of the
10S9 of a marginal surplus for a growth system is a clear
indication of the capacity to resoond to stress. 1 think that
this is the measure which modern eccnomics fails to consider.
The ha~it appears to be to measure the average margin rather than
the abruptness of irs fluctuations. This treatment of the data
strips ~t of imsortant information, namely the values of the
1st, 2n and 3 r derivatives.
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6.

lrlE SLEEPER

50 far l'v~ been gp~aking 8S if the subject were economics. It
is nrobably not.
Not only technological innovation follows
contribution curves and not only material consumption follows
e;<ponential Il.rowth.
In order to run our society, we also need
to com~unicate the nature of the process Bnd the coherence of
its exponentially 3rowin~ complexity.
The list of profound
crises, listed previously, all seem to have a unifying theoce.
I~hat we have here is
a failure to communicate.'
1he train of thought.which 1 haVe followed. began with a profound
~ense that ~illions of Americans
are of the opinion that we
are really 'loosing it'.
It appears to the author that our
societal communications are in an advanced state of suffering
and permanent dams~e ]imilar to what one ~ould expect near the
final limits of ~xDonential stress.

A

HO~E~UL

CONCLUjiON

Uncontrolled exp~nential grnwth is an insidious Doison.
The only
effect of delaying the ap~roach of the limits of exponential
~rowth, whether by conservatlQn or innovation, is to make the
eventual crisis more sev~re. Our particular brand of free enterorise insulat~s the pushers of the growth process by measurin~
societal health in terms of their conttnuing ability to grow
eXPonentially. One imminent dark cloud, within which we need to
find a silver lining, is the certain collapse of the value of
c~nital;
another is the certain collapse of our sense of being
a ~eo~le with a future.
In the face of the facts, one could despair and ~o nothing,
hold fast by our present delusions, or ask Questions to which
we do not yet know the answer.
A question - What kinds of free enterprise systems would
be naturally self limiting?
An Answer - Those kinds Whose measures,(interest ratps1)
are tied to somethin~ inherently finite,(human effort?)
instead of something inh~rently infinite,(numb~rs1).
I am an inventor and a serious student of natural process.
r
don't know how to SU~gBst just how much of an ooportunity lies
silently sleeo1.nl; in the above qu@stion and 8nswer.
1£ you look
very c~refully. 1 think you will be able to find some of the keys
to a new age of awareness for man,
How will it ~o? I don't
~now.
Will we Continue to worship exnonential growth and fly
hp8dlong toward naturets compost pile, in I!l grand statement of
supreme ignorance, or will we perhaps, be a seed to grow gently
into a chtld of nature not yet imagined?

